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Executive Summary

However professionalism is defined, embedded in the meaning of the word are those characteristics that lie at the heart of the doctor-patient relationship, and that traditionally have been associated with the role of the healer in society: caring and compassion, insight, openness, respect for patient dignity, confidentiality, autonomy, presence, altruism, and those qualities which lead to trust—competence, integrity, honesty, morality, and ethical conduct.

This paper is based on a literature review to explore the current state of our knowledge about teaching and evaluating professionalism at the postgraduate level, highlighting areas of strength and gaps in our understanding. There are few references to professionalism specific to postgraduate medicine; therefore, much of the literature reviewed was about professionalism in general or at the undergraduate level.

There is some evidence that PGME programs, in their current form or the context in which they exist, fail to assist in the acquisition and subsequent development of the qualities that define professionalism, and, in some instances, may be detrimental to the development of the true professional (7). In the past, efforts to ensure that professionalism as an essential competency is learned at the postgraduate level appear to have been haphazard and dependent almost entirely upon role modeling. Professionalism must be addressed and taught explicitly throughout residency training in order that all trainees understand its nature, its importance to medicine’s relationship with society, and the public expectations of them as professionals.

Based on the available literature, we have found the following key messages for the future of PGME:

1. The transformation of an individual from a member of the lay public to a skilled professional is a gradual process that occurs throughout all phases of medical education and results in the development of a new identity. Altering the learning environment so that it is publicly perceived as having a moral base, is dedicated to excellent patient care, supports the collegial nature of the medical profession, and does not tolerate unprofessional behavior must be an important objective in PGME.

2. Valid and reliable assessment of the professionalism of residents is necessary to reinforce the importance of professionalism. There is a need for the development of a variety of tools, including some form of valid and reliable global assessment, and of structured programs of remediation.

3. Faculty development is a powerful tool to get faculty buy in, to promote the understanding and vocabulary that is the basis of any program, to provide trained teachers and individuals to properly model professionalism, and to effect changes in postgraduate training programs. It is difficult to envisage major changes without a flourishing faculty development program.
Background

“Medical professionalism lies at the heart of being a good doctor”. (1).

Current frameworks for postgraduate medical education list the core competencies essential to the practice of medicine (1,2,3). All contain and emphasize the role of the professional and the importance of professionalism. However it is defined, embedded in the meaning of the word professionalism are those characteristics which lie at the heart of the doctor-patient relationship and which traditionally have been associated with the role of the healer in society. They include caring and compassion, insight, openness, respect for patient dignity, confidentiality, autonomy, presence, altruism, and those qualities which lead to trust-competence, integrity, honesty, morality, and ethical conduct. (4,5 Appendix A) Many postgraduate trainees have these qualities before they enter medical school (6), and the role of postgraduate medical education is to recognize, cultivate and encourage them. In others, some or all may be lacking or under-developed (6) and the challenge is to assist in their acquisition and subsequent development. There is some evidence that postgraduate educational programs in their current form, or the context in which they occur, fail to do either and in some instances may be detrimental to the development of the true professional (7).

Postgraduate trainees need to understand the nature of professionalism, the reasons why society supports the privileged position of professionals, the history and evolution of professionalism, and the exact nature and reasons for the existence of their obligations as professionals.(4,5,8,9) From a pedagogical point of view the learning of these facts is relatively simple. The real challenge is to create an integrated and coherent teaching program that, as well as facilitating learning the cognitive base of professionalism, ensures that the core values of the professional become part of the persona of every practicing physician. (10) Only in this way can physicians meet their obligations to both patients and society under the social contract. This is also essential if physicians are to retain a sense of pride and purpose in their vocation. At the present time there is very little guidance in the literature to assist in establishing such a program at the postgraduate level.

It is also important to point out that there are no reports in the literature which document outcomes following specific interventions designed to promote the learning of professionalism at the post graduate level. The literature upon which this work is based consists largely of descriptions of the interventions themselves, opinions voiced by experts in the field, or original research on various aspects of the issue. Thus it is difficult to identify “best practices” which can meet the test of being evidence based.

This paper is one of 24 papers commissioned for the Future of Medical Education in Canada Postgraduate (FMEC PG) Project. The goal of the FMEC PG project is to assist medicine’s educational mission in meeting its obligation to society to ensure that practitioners of the future understand and meet society’s legitimate expectations.

Several important points deserve mention:

1. The transformation of an individual from a member of the lay public to a skilled professional is a complex social process that takes place throughout the continuum of medical education (11-14). The time spent in postgraduate formation is crucial to this process for several reasons. (15) First, the intensity of the experience becomes greater as a resident assumes increasing levels of responsibility. This has added impact as the resident has selected his or her discipline within medicine, and learning has more immediate influence and importance. In addition, the reality of practice in contemporary health care systems comes into conflict with those abstract ideals which have survived
the medical student experience. Finally, closer contact with role models, both positive and negative, has an ever increasing effect on conscious and unconscious patterns of professional behavior. (16) It is clear that many aspects of training can have a negative impact on professional development. (17) It is therefore essential to address the issue of professionalism explicitly in all postgraduate training programs in order to make the experience as positive as possible.

2. The general principles governing the establishment of programs on the teaching, learning (14,18-20), and assessment (21-26) of professionalism at the undergraduate level have been developed and articulated. Grounded in educational theory, they can offer guidance at the postgraduate level.

3. At the undergraduate level, educational institutions can exert greater control over the balance between formal instruction and experiential learning. Thus it has been easier to establish integrated programs of instruction and learning. At the postgraduate level, this control is much diminished due to the necessary emphasis on service (27, 28), which is the basis of most experiential learning. For this reason the emphasis must be less upon formal instruction and more on exemplary role modeling which, combined with reflection, embeds learning in actual practice. The promotion of a safe and supportive learning environment is also essential.

4. The linked processes of role modeling, experiential learning, socialization and identity formation, and professionalism appear to be essential parts of postgraduate medical education. (12,14, 29) In spite of its importance, this area is underdeveloped in the literature.

5. A persistent theme in the recent literature relates to the time available for reflection in postgraduate medical education. (27,28) The service needs of patients, the almost universal Canadian shortage of health care personnel, and restricted duty hours challenge the ability of programs to provide sufficient time for the reflection and contemplation that are essential to professional development.

Methodology

A preliminary list of research questions was developed by the commissioned paper leads and a search of journal articles and grey literature related to the questions was performed by a McGill information specialist. Forty-one were obtained and entered into an Excel database and merged with a pre-existing McGill reference list. This merged list of 1335 items was coded by commissioned paper leads and three team members by level of relevance to the research purpose (3=high, 2=medium, 1=low). Total scores across raters were calculated and entries sorted by total score. Those with high total scores were retained, those with low totals deleted, and the rest flagged for further discussion. Next, the 306 entries in this shortened list were sorted into groups according to the research questions they helped to answer. A count of articles for each research question was done, and gaps in coverage were identified. Another review of the literature was done to fill in these gaps. Throughout this process, the analysis tended to shift back and forth from deductive to inductive (30), which allowed new themes and issues to emerge. Based on these emergent themes, the research questions were revised by the entire team. The 103 articles in the final short list were summarized and the lists of entries by research question were finalized.

It is important to note that there are very few references to professionalism with the terms postgraduate or residency in the title. Much of the literature reviewed in this paper is about
professionalism in general or at the undergraduate level, from which lessons and implications for professionalism of the postgraduate level are drawn.

The first draft of the paper was written and distributed to commissioned paper leads and team members, and, following their approval, to the Scientific Advisory Committee. It was also sent to representatives of Alberta, Ontario, and Québec Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons for their input. The final draft incorporates suggestions from the Scientific Advisory Committee and the three Colleges.

Discussion and Results

The material is organized around the final research questions.

I: What does professionalism mean in the PGME context?

There are several satisfactory definitions of professionalism which have been published. A list drawn from both the medical and social sciences literature is available. (5: Appendix A, 31-41) Each institution responsible for teaching professionalism at any level should select one already published or develop its own, with the admonition that any new definition must be consistent with the extensive literature on the subject. Medicine does not define professionalism by itself-professional status is granted to the medical profession by society.(42)

The presence of a definition recognized throughout an academic community is of fundamental importance as it provides a shared understanding of professionalism and a common vocabulary that serves as the basis of teaching, learning, and evaluation. (9,19,20)

In addition to understanding the nature of medical professionalism, residents should understand that professionalism serves as the basis for medicine’s relationship to society. There is wide support for the concept that this relationship is a social contract and that professionalism serves as the basis for the contract. (41-42) Imparting knowledge of the social contract at all levels is important as it provides a logical base for the presence of professional obligations. Residency education is where actual experience of professionalism is rapidly increasing and the link between these concepts and the lived experience can be built upon.

It has long been recognized that the nature of the social contract, and hence of professionalism, is not static. (42,45,46) The importance of this cannot be underestimated as there is a tendency to attempt to teach what has been called “nostalgic professionalism”. (46) The professionalism of today no longer emphasizes autonomy and altruism as it did in previous generations.

It also varies between different cultures and countries. (8,47) Each country determines its relationship between individual physicians and its medical profession. While one would hope that the professionalism learned by residents in Canada would reflect Canadian traditions and values, a part of the program of instruction must recognize that residents from different cultures (many of whom will return to their native countries) may find them unfamiliar. In addition, patients from different cultures and different countries may have expectations which differ from those of native-born Canadians. These contextual issues must be recognized and dealt with sympathetically.

While definitions serve as the core of the cognitive base of professionalism they do not describe the professional as a person. Consequently it has been necessary to develop a list of the attributes of the physician as a professional (4,31,48) in order to establish norms against which the performance of physicians can be measured. The attributes constitute an essential part of what is taught as they lead directly to the enumeration of the behaviors expected of a
professional. Behaviors serve as an important part of what is evaluated, and therefore represent a portion of the body of knowledge which must be learned. (23,49)

The definition of medical professionalism in any teaching institution should be the same for medical students, postgraduate trainees, and practitioners. While different aspects may have more or less relevance for an individual depending upon their place in the medical hierarchy, the definition itself should be constant for each institution.

The definition used throughout an institution should apply to all medical disciplines. In today’s complex and specialized world, the conditions of practice in different medical disciplines may vary. This may require emphasizing different aspects of professionalism or using different methods of encouraging learning in order to address specific challenges inherent in some medical disciplines. (50-53). However, discipline-specific definitions are not required (54) and the core content is similar across disciplines.

Professions are granted privileges in society, one of which is self or physician led regulation. This confers upon the profession the authority, and hence the obligation, to set and maintain standards and to discipline unprofessional, incompetent, or unethical conduct. (55) The information that is available indicates that residents are largely unaware of their personal role in the regulatory processes or of the structure and organization of regulation. (32). This is a largely neglected and important part of professionalism. One of the most frequent criticisms of the medical profession is that its regulatory processes are inconsistent and do not sufficiently protect the public. (45,46) For this reason, teaching the role of medicine's institutions, including regulatory and certifying bodies, requires explicit attention as does the individual responsibility of each physician in the regulatory processes. (32,39,55)

In Canada, the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada and the College of Family Physicians of Canada are the standard-setting institutions for postgraduate medical education. Their definitions, descriptions, components and key and enabling competencies for the professional role are similar and reflect the concepts described above. (2,57) Both emphasize the attributes, commitments and behaviors that reflect professionalism, the concept of self-regulation and the social contract. There are slight but important differences between CanMEDS and CanMEDS-FM in that the latter has an extra key competency, “demonstrates a commitment to reflective practice”, which include enabling competencies that clearly can be learned best at the residency level (know limits, seek help, self-awareness, reflect on practice events). In addition, both CanMEDS and CanMEDS-FM include the concept of physician health and sustainable practice under the professional role. (2,57) This is addressed in commissioned paper 23: Resident Wellness and Work/Life Balance in Postgraduate Medical Education. Nonetheless, the concept of physicians ‘taking care of themselves so they can better care for others’ is implicit in this document and is particularly important in the PGME context where the learning environment has the potential to have a detrimental effect on resident wellness.

II: How is professionalism learned?

For generations, postgraduate training was essentially an apprenticeship (27), and the application of educational theory came later. It is important to recognize that postgraduate trainees are adult learners (58): the organization of programs should reflect this.

While this paper is concerned with postgraduate education, it is difficult to conceive of a flourishing program designed to foster the teaching and learning of medical professionalism which is limited to the postgraduate level. There is only one learning environment, and it impacts all- students, residents, and faculty. Changing this environment almost always involves altering the institutional culture. (14,41,59) Obtaining the support of faculty and hospital
leadership is an essential step in creating conditions in which professional behavior can flourish and therefore be transmitted. Deans, Associate Deans, Department Chairs and program directors must be involved (16,60) and professionalism must be explicitly addressed in the formal, the informal, and the hidden curricula.(61,62) It is fundamental that the academic community be aware of the presence of the chosen cognitive base and of the institution’s commitment to professionalism. A variety of means are available to accomplish this: formal teaching programs on professionalism (63), faculty development (64,65), ensuring that professionalism is regularly discussed at formal rounds and integrated into bedside teaching (63), retreats etc. Of these methods faculty development is one of the most powerful, because it not only transmits knowledge of professionalism, but can provide a cadre of knowledgeable teachers.

Finally, it is necessary to name an individual who will be responsible for ensuring that the competency of professionalism is taught, learnt, and assessed at the postgraduate level. Along with the administrative role, this individual should serve as the advocate for professionalism within the faculty. (20)

A: How can professionalism be taught explicitly?

1. Identify what has been termed the cognitive base (20): an institutionally agreed-upon definition of medical professionalism, a list of its attributes and the concept of the social contract. This cognitive base should be the same for undergraduate and postgraduate education and for all faculty members within the academic community. It should provide a common vocabulary for all to use when professional issues are being discussed. An objective is to overcome the well-documented fact that different individuals, often within the same institution, have different interpretations of the nature of professionalism, which clearly makes it difficult to teach (13,33-37)

2. Teach the cognitive base explicitly to each resident in the program. While there is little data for guidance, logic would dictate that this should occur early and often in each resident's experience (63) so that the cognitive base can be built upon with experiential learning.

3. Provide for exposure to the cognitive base linked to reflection throughout the resident’s training. Relying on only one or two formal sessions during a resident’s experience is not sufficient. The opportunity to apply and use the concepts learned in the residents’ daily life will embed them in their actual practice.

B: How can experiential learning and reflection be fostered?

1. The development of a professional identity depends upon experiencing real-life or simulated situations that challenge an individual’s concepts and understanding. This is called experiential learning and its impact and effectiveness are heavily dependent upon reflecting on the experience. However, the initiating event must be the experience itself. Clinical experience is the most powerful because of its authenticity and direct relevance. The rotations in post graduate medical education are designed to provide the widest possible variety of clinical and nonclinical experiences and issues of professionalism will arise frequently as the resident progresses through the program. However, some aspects will be encountered infrequently or not at all and it is therefore important for program directors to supplement direct clinical experience by providing simulated situations which, in sum, will ensure that all aspects of professionalism will be subject to the reflective process and, one hopes, incorporated into the day-to-day practice of the resident. There are many methods to supplement direct clinical experience: experience
in simulation centers; discussion of case vignettes; analysis of narratives, written journals, portfolios; retreats, discussion of videos or the literature; role-plays; and others. (63,64,66-68)

2. Reflection has been described as “those intellectual and affective activities in which individuals engage to explore their experiences in order to lead to a new understanding and appreciation” (69), a process thought to be activated by an awareness of need. In addition to being a powerful learning tool, reflection in practice is regarded as an essential component of professional competence (70-72), and therefore must be addressed in postgraduate training. Reflection is particularly relevant and useful at the postgraduate level as evidence shows that younger individuals (students and residents) are more prone to reflection than are older practitioners. (73)

During the reflective process, professionalism be learned through questioning, investigating, evaluating, analyzing, theorizing, seeking feedback, and incorporating the ideas and viewpoints of team members- all of which contribute to reflection. (66) A significant barrier to ensuring that reflection takes place is the lack of time available in postgraduate education. (27,28,74) Scheduled time in a safe and nurturing environment is required. Because group discussions have been shown to enhance the process (73), provision must be made to ensure that they take place as well.

C: What part do role models play?

1. Role modeling at the postgraduate level has an enormous impact, some of which is negative (13,14,17,74,75). Fully one third of residents have indicated that their clinical teachers were poor role models. (75) Positive role models are “individuals admired for their ways of being and acting as professionals” (75) and it has been suggested that an absolute requirement for improving the teaching of professionalism is to increase the number of physicians who can serve as good role models. (76) The impact of role models on both the hidden and the informal curricula is a significant factor that determines whether these curricula support or inhibit the transmission of professional values. (16) An important objective in any reorganization of postgraduate programs must be to effect improvement in this area.

2. The characteristics of good and bad role models are well known.(16,17,74,77) Three broad areas have been identified as being important: clinical skills; personal characteristics; and teaching ability. Within each, both positive and negative behavioral characteristics can be found (16). Of great importance are: time spent in both clinical care and teaching, stressing the importance of the doctor-patient relationship, and teaching the psychosocial aspects of medicine. (74,75) Virtually all observers highlight the importance of having role models be more explicit about what they are demonstrating.

The importance of context in determining whether a given act or behavior is professional or unprofessional is now widely understood.(78) This is especially important for residents, who frequently have difficulty in distinguishing between the two during their training. (13) This emphasizes the importance of reflection on issues faced and, as noted above, being explicit about the content of what is being discussed.

3. In spite of the lack of concrete evidence to support it, there is a widely held belief that the performance of role models can be improved by interventions aimed at both training the role models and altering the environment. (13,16,17,64,65,74) Faculty development programs have been developed to improve the teaching and evaluation of
professionalism and a major objective of these programs has been to provide role models capable of being explicit about teaching professionalism. (64,65) At the present time, faculty development appears to be the tool which addresses the issue of role modeling most directly.

Altering the environment will be covered under the section addressing the formal, informal, and hidden curricula.

4. Residents are in contact with medical students on a daily basis and serve as powerful role models who can influence both the behaviors and the career choices of students.(82,83) It is important to train residents as role models as a part of their structured educational program and perhaps with targeted professional development initiatives. (64,65)

5. Regular performance assessment of role models is necessary to recognize and / or reward outstanding performance, remediate those who underperform, or remove persistent poor performers from the learning environment. A recent systematic review of questionnaires used for assessing clinical teachers (79) suggested that information should be derived from multiple and diverse sources, including self-assessment, to allow for triangulation of assessments. At the present time few studies attempt to directly assess the professionalism of clinical teachers including residents.(80) The use of computer-based programs that are capable of supporting the large-scale assessment of the performance of role models is just over the horizon (81) and has the potential to provide a foundation for evidence-based interventions to improve role modeling.

III: How is professional identity fostered in PGME?

1. Once more, there is a dearth of studies to support opinions in this fundamental aspect of postgraduate medical education. Nevertheless, the literature frequently suggests that there are those whose inherent qualities are such that they are more capable of performing like professionals (84). The process for selecting residents has come under scrutiny and new methods, such as the Multiple Mini- Interview (MMI) (85,86) have been proposed. (87) A more valid and reliable method of selecting residents who have an inherent ability to act professionally should be encouraged.

2. “The fundamental uncertainties that underscore clinical decision making, and the ambiguities that permeate medical practice, require a professional presence that is grounded in “who one is rather than what one does.” (12) Identity formation is associated with attempting to influence who one is (14,29) and the process is usually referred to as socialization. Hafferty’s summary of socialization and socialization theory can offer guidance in designing programs which can specifically influence the process.

   a. Socialization is aimed at training for self image and identity and involves a personal transformation in which one both becomes a professional and comes to regard one's self as a professional.

   b. Socialization takes place primarily at the tacit level and is more effective when it unfolds in a subtle and incremental fashion.

   c. Medical education is the site where professional culture is transmitted. This occurs during organized ceremonies and rituals but, even more powerfully, in the routine day-to-day events in the life of a resident. A nurturing environment can strongly influence the process of socialization.
Specific to medical professionalism, it is important to note that medicine is a moral community and residency programs are sites of moral acculturation.

The process of socialization in medicine reinforces the concept of professionalism as a force of social control at two levels: the level of self involving the capacity and willingness to regulate one’s own self in the public interest; the collective level, involving a promise by medicine to police itself through self regulation. This should be made explicit during residency training.

Socialization in medicine is re-socialization of adult learners whose prior self is changed. This can cause difficulties as young adults must cope with the tensions which arise from changing their identity. They may use a variety of mechanisms, including adoption, compartmentalization, or rebelling which may explain some lapses in professional behavior seen in residents.

The concept that much of the process of socialization involves tacit learning leads directly to a consideration of the link between socialization, the learning environment, and the formal, informal and hidden curricula. Approaching the curriculum in this way allows the design of actions aimed at influencing each component. The formal curriculum can promote the explicit teaching of professionalism and the process of socialization by recognizing the importance of both in mission statements and the objectives of the postgraduate program. The importance of professionalism is facilitated by the act of making time and resources available to promote reflection on the subject and by making what was hidden explicit. The informal curriculum is widely recognized as being almost indistinguishable from the culture of an institution and being closely linked with role modeling. Unfortunately, it often appears to have a negative effect. In some educational institutions activities aimed at altering the culture have been instituted and positive changes appear to have resulted. Improving the performance of role models has also been recommended. Closely related are activities aimed at altering the hidden curriculum. Making policies regarding reflection and socialization explicit are important. Giving proper recognition and financial support to teaching at the postgraduate level, assisting clinical faculty in understanding the process of socialization through faculty development, removing incompetent or unprofessional teachers, and providing sufficient time for reflection during postgraduate training are all examples of methods available.

**IV: How can professionalism be measured/evaluated at the PGME level?**

1. Recent landmark works have summarized the current state of our knowledge in this important field. While there is agreement that current tools are inadequate, progress has been made and a vision of the design of a contemporary assessment program including the required individual assessment tools is emerging.

2. The article by Ginsburg et al warned that professional behaviors are highly context dependent, and therefore any systematic method of assessing these behaviors must take into account the context in which they take place. Challenges to professional behavior often occur in situations where there is a conflict of values, and understanding how the conflict was resolved is necessary before a behavior can be properly assessed. Finally, students, residents and faculty have been shown to disagree on the interpretation of behaviors which could be labeled professional or unprofessional, indicating the need for caution. In this context, it must be remembered that residents have two roles that may influence their behavior: they are students responsible to faculty, and they are role models to those more junior. Because of the importance of
context, it has been suggested that the term "lapse in professional behavior" should be used rather than labeling a behavior "unprofessional". (49,91)

3. It is difficult to assess beliefs, values, or attitudes in a valid and reliable way and they do not always predict good behavior. Nor does behavior necessarily consistently or accurately reflect an underlying value or attitude. However the past decade has been marked by attempts to develop methods based upon observable behaviors which reflect these beliefs, values, or attitudes and which can be objectively measured. (23) Within the field of professionalism, the widely used Mini-CEX measures professionalism as a single category (92): this is insufficient. The Mini-CEX was used as a template for the development of the P-MEX to evaluate a series of behaviors that define the construct of professionalism. This tool was found to be valid, reliable, and reproducible in a pilot study (93), results which were subsequently confirmed in another culture. (94) Other validated quantitative tools have not yet appeared in the literature, but without question they will.

4. The deliberations of the Ottawa Conference Working Group (8) represent a recent effort which produced a nuanced set of recommendations about the assessment of professionalism. This group suggests that the overall assessment program and its component parts are more important than any individual tools. Multiple observations/measurements by multiple observers increase the accuracy of the assessments. While summative assessment represents a societal responsibility (95), formative assessment with feedback is of extreme importance for proper professional development. Finally, although most attention has been given to valid and reliable tools for assessing behaviors, there is a feeling that something is missed by focusing only on this approach (8,75,90,96) and that the development of some form of comprehensive and feasible global assessment plan by trained observers should emerge in the future.

The pioneering studies of Papadakis and her colleagues indicate that unprofessional behavior in residency may be associated with subsequent unprofessional activities in practice, (97), thus making it important to either offer remediation to individuals who demonstrate this behavior or remove them from the practice of medicine.

Rater training is important in ensuring the validity of the process. (89) Authenticity is of great importance and the issue of assessment and response to incidents of unprofessional behavior outside of the institution requires well-established and well-publicized policies. There is general agreement that frequent assessments throughout the educational experience are required. Summative assessments should be longitudinal at regular predetermined intervals. Summative evaluations are required at transition or decision points or where certain milestones are expected to be attained. There is an overlap between summative and formative assessments, with an accumulation of formative assessments being utilized for summative purposes, and summative assessments often assisting the formative.

V: What is the role of remediation?

It is surprising that, given the intense interest in the identification of unprofessional behavior or professional lapses, there is a paucity of work indicating what actions should be taken to both reward outstanding professional conduct, address professional lapses and identify those who are consistently behaving in unprofessional ways. Hickson and his colleagues (98) have offered a structure for approaching professional lapses or unprofessional behavior which is linked to feedback including remediation. The system was developed to respond to patient’s complaints about both physician and resident behaviors. They correctly point out that the vast majority of
physicians are actually models of professionalism and require only reinforcement. Proceeding on an ascending scale of seriousness, there are single unprofessional lapses best treated by informal interventions. If an apparent pattern develops, what they term “awareness intervention” is required in which the information is shared with the individual in hopes that he or she will respond in a positive fashion. If the pattern persists, “authority intervention” is required in which leaders develop plans for remediation. If there is no change in behavior, disciplinary action must be taken.

Sullivan & Arnold (90) have provided a comprehensive approach to remediation. The essential steps are: define the nature of the professional lapse; investigate and characterize the lapse; set out a detailed plan for remediation, including the techniques to be used with the goal being behavioral change; establish a timeframe with goals to be met; and finally, follow the principles of due process and natural justice. The authors believe that success can be improved if the resident has insight, awareness and a willingness to change. Negative predictors include denial of the existence of the problem and a weak follow-up plan.

VI: How do generational issues impact postgraduate medical education?

Differences exist in the interpretation of the meaning of professionalism between generations. It has been pointed out that in the absence of such differences, human progress would be difficult. (99) Furthermore, as it is accepted that professionalism is constantly evolving, so must its definition. (46) Finally, the identities of those entering medicine are formed in a society which differs from those who have been in the profession for many years and they therefore have different hopes, aspirations, and expectations. (100) Generational differences have been described as a “useful proxy for the socio-cultural environment at different time periods”. (101)

The differences that have been documented relate to relationships with authority, career expectations, learning styles, and approach to work-life balance. (99,101) Once again, the literature records differences and the controversies that arise from them, and suggests ways in which educational programs might be modified to better ensure that learning takes place. However, there are no outcome measurements that can assist in establishing “best practices”. Finally, the differences should not be over emphasized. There are strong commonalities across all cohorts within medicine relating to fundamental core values such as honesty, integrity, trustworthiness, respect for patient confidentiality, and a commitment to serve. Those currently entering medicine appear to do so for the same reasons as did previous generations and selection committees for medical school and residency programs cross generational lines. (99)

To understand the implications for post graduate medical education it is not necessary to analyze in detail all of the societal differences responsible for the so-called generation gap or all of the differences themselves. However, it is helpful to be conscious of areas where the conflicts are important to professionalism, and where preferred learning styles require modification of teaching techniques.

The most significant tension between the beliefs of older physicians and the current generation relates to the conflict between altruism—a sense of obligation to put patient's needs above one's own- and the desire of residents to lead a balanced lifestyle which leaves time for family, friends, and outside interests. (102) This approach is given support by research which has shown that the judgment and performance of a tired or overstressed physician or resident can be impaired. An important result of this research has been limits on the hours which residents can work. The literature offers little guidance in how this essentially moral dilemma can be resolved, concentrating instead on time constraints. Duty hour restrictions and the role of resident associations that are perceived to be working in a resident's best interest cause conflicts for residents when they are trying to sort out what is in the patient's best interest. We
do not fully understand as yet all of the challenges to residents’ professionalism by duty hour restrictions. If the medical profession is to retain the perception that physicians are altruistic, structures which can satisfy patients’ needs for the “presence” of their physician while allowing for an acceptable lifestyle are required. As this is an issue which now represents reality, training in the transfer of patient care should be expanded beyond “end of shift procedures” to include measures which are appropriate in practice. These include procedures for the appropriate transfer of responsibility and information, and means of ensuring that patients understand who is responsible for their care. This is clearly essential, but it appears that in parallel there must be structured reflection with two objectives: establishing the fact that altruism remains a professional characteristic essential for trust in both individual physicians and the profession; engaging residents in developing means whereby altruism can actually be operationalized in a modern context which protects their lifestyle in hopes that the patterns of personal choices will persist throughout their careers.

Summary

There is a consensus that medicine’s professionalism is under threat and that postgraduate training programs of the future must address the issue to meet their responsibilities to both society and to the profession. In examining the literature and research questions, there are four broad themes that emerge and that serve as guides to efforts to ensure that Canadian residents emerge from their training programs as true professionals.

Addressing all aspects of professionalism explicitly

In the past, efforts to ensure that professionalism as an essential competency is learned at the postgraduate level appear to have been haphazard and dependent almost entirely upon role modeling. Professionalism must be addressed explicitly throughout residency training. Programs must specifically ensure that: there is an institutionally accepted definition of professionalism; the cognitive base is taught; opportunities for experiential learning of all aspects of professionalism are available in either real or simulated situations; time for structured reflection on these experiences in a safe environment is present; formative feedback is given; role modeling receives attention including faculty development; and generational issues are identified and addressed.

Assessment and remediation

Valid and reliable formative assessment of the professionalism of residents is necessary for two reasons. It emphasizes the importance of the subject and is the basis of formative feedback. Summative assessment fulfills an obligation to society in order to ensure that individuals exiting their postgraduate training program demonstrate professional behaviors.

At the present time assessment concentrates on professional behaviors, a process that must take into account the context in which the behaviors take place.

The results of assessing professional behavior must have consequences. Exemplary behavior must be rewarded, and structured programs of remediation must be available in order to deal with serious lapses or consistent unprofessional behavior.

There is a need for the development of a variety of tools, including some form of valid and reliable global assessment, and of structured programs of remediation.
Identity formation and socialization

The transformation of an individual from a member of the lay public to a skilled professional is a gradual process that occurs throughout all phases of medical education and results in the development of a new identity. While the literature in medicine directly addressing this subject, particularly at the postgraduate level, is not extensive, it is sufficient to highlight the importance of the two related issues of the learning environment and role modeling. Altering the learning environment so that it is publicly perceived as having a moral base, is dedicated to excellent patient care, supports the collegial nature of the medical profession, and does not tolerate unprofessional behavior must be an important objective in post graduate medical education. For this to occur, role modeling, which is so essential to the creation of a professional identity, must be addressed specifically. Positive role models must be identified and rewarded and those whose behavior or actions are detrimental to the formation of a professional identity must be offered remediation or removed from contact with residents.

Faculty development

Faculty development will be addressed by another FMEC PG team (see discussion paper 21: Faculty Development for PGME – The Road Ahead) but it is so important for learning professionalism at the postgraduate level that it is included as a major theme. Faculty development is a powerful tool to get faculty “buy in”, to promote the understanding and vocabulary which is the basis of any program, to provide trained teachers and individuals to properly model professionalism, and to effect changes in postgraduate training programs. It is difficult to envisage major changes without a flourishing faculty development program.

“Teaching professionalism is not so much a particular segment of the medical curriculum as a defining dimension of medical education as a whole.” (103)
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